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Engineering Assessment
and Certification of Integrity
of the 177-R2 Tank System

Background

This Engineering Assessment and Certification of Integrity of retention tanks 177-R2U1,
177-R2A1, and 177-R2A2 has been prepared in response to 40 CFR 265.192(a) and 22 CCR
66265.192(a) for new tank systems* that store hazardous waste and have secondary
containment. The regulations require that this assessment be completed and certified by an
independent, qualified, California-registered professional engineer before the tank system is
placed in use as a hazardous waste storage tank system. The technical assessments for the
177-R2U1, 177-R2A1, and 177-R2A2 tank systems have been reviewed by an independent,
qualified, California-registered professional engineer, who has certified that the tank systems
have sufficient structural integrity, are acceptable for transferring and storing hazardous waste,
are compatible with the stored waste, and the tanks and containment system are suitably
designed to achieve the requirements of the applicable regulations so they will not collapse,
rupture, or fail. This document will be kept on file by the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL) Environmental Protection Department.

Description of the 177-R2 Tank System

Building 177 of the Lawrence LiverrnoreNational Laboratory (LLNL) houses the Laser
Development Laboratory, which utilizes the 177-R2 retentiontank system. The 177-R2 system
collects and stores potentially hazardous and/or radioactive wastewater generated from research
activities within Building 177. South of the 177-R2 tank system is the 177-R1 tank system,
which collects and stores potentially hazardous, radioactive wastewater generated within Building
177 and shares some control and alarm equipment with the 177-R2 tank system. The 177-R2
tank system has been used since construction was completed in October 1991 as a
nonhazardous wastewater storage tank system, but is being changed to operate as a hazardous
waste storage tank system. The 177-R2 tank system consists of one underground, 58-gallon,
polypropylene, double-walled pump station (177-R2U 1) within an inground, epoxy-coated,
reinforced-concrete vault; two aboveground, cylindrical, horizontal, 1650-gallon, molded,
seamless, cross-linked, high-density polyethylene retention tanks (177-R2A 1 and 177-R2A2);
an onground, epoxy-coated, bermed concrete containment area for retention tanks 177-R2A 1 and
177-R2A2; and ancillary equipment, including pumps, valves, and aboveground and
underground piping. All piping, ancillary equipment, and tanks are secondarily contained, and
the double-walled piping and pump station are equipped with an automatic leak-detection
system. Referenced drawings are contained in Appendix A. (Note that LLNL drawings PLE
90-177-002D, PLM 90-177-006D, and PLM 90-177-007D do not show the current
configuration of the 177-R2 retention tank system. Equipment numbers noted in the text
correspond to "as-built" installed equipment, but may not correspond to equipment numbers on

*Tank system is defined in 40 CFR 260.10 as "one hazardous waste storage tank and its
associated ancillary equipment and containment system." In the text of this report, tank system
is used to include all the tanks and associated ancillary equipment (e.g., "the 177-R2 tank
system"). For statements regarding the certification of a hazardous waste storage tank system,
the legal definition of a tank system is used to refer to "one hazardous waste storage tank and its
associated ancillary equipment and containment system."
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the drawings.)

Wastewater from sinks and ventilation hoods within Building 177 drains by gravity through
a 2-inch-diameter polypropylene carder pipe. All portions of the 2-inch carder pipe within the
building are secondarily contained by a 4-inch-diameter polypropylene containment pipe that
contains an in-line leak-detection system in the annular interstitial space between the inner carrier
pipe and the outer containment pipe. The leak-detection system is monitored by a control panel
located in Building 177, as shown in Figure 1. The 2-inch/4-inch double-walled pipe is
supported on the side wall of an epoxy-coated concrete utility trench, shown on LLNL drawings
PLS 90-177-001D and PLM 90-177-005D. The double-walled pipe for the 177-R2 retention
system is labeled "T2" on the LLNL drawings and is sloped at 1/4 inch per linear foot. The
double-walled pipe extends through the southwest comer of Building 177 to the 177-R2U 1
pump station and then continues underground to the aboveground retention tanks, 177-R2A1
and 177-R2A2. The location of the underground piping is shown on LLNL drawing PLM 90-
177-006D.

Pump station 177-R2U1 is located within the reinforced-concrete pump-station vault and is
accessible t,hrough metal grating, shown on LLNL drawing PLM 90-177-005D and in Figure
2. The vaul! provides secondary containment for the piping and components associated with the
pump station. The 177-R2U 1 pump station consists of a 58-gallon, double-walled,
polypropylene retention tank (177-R2U 1), two 3/4-horsepower transfer pumps, two suction
check valves, a discharge check valve, and two liquid-level controllers as shown on LLNL
drawing PLM 90-177-005D. The operation of the liquid-level controllers and the pump-station
transfer pumps is described in the Design Standards section. The floor and walls of the vault are
coated with water-tight epoxy, and the vault floor slopes to a sump for collecting any
accumulated liquid. The vault does not have a permanent sump pump and must be drained with
a portable pump when required. An adjacent vault contains pump station 177-R1U 1; part of the
177-R1 tank system. The two below-grade pump stations, 177-R1U1 and 177-R2U1, are
separated by a 6-inch-thick, 42-inch-high, epoxy-coated, reinforced-concrete wall as shown on
LLNL drawings PLM 90-177-005D and PLS 90-177-001D.
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Figure 1. View of the in-line leak-detection system control panel in Building 177.

Figure 2. View of the 177-R2 and 177-R1 pump-station vaults.
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The underground portions of the 2-inch/4-inch double-walled pipe and in-line leak- detection
system are protected by a 12-inch-diameter, galvanized, corrugated metal pipe as shown on
LLNL drawing PLM 90-177-006D. This corrugated pipe provides protection from vehicular
traffic for the underground pipe. LLNL drawing PLM 90-177-008D shows the details of the
leak-detection system. This system consists of an audible and visual alarm, locator module, and
sensing cable that can detect the presence of conductive fluids at any point along its length.
Access ports for the leak-detection system connectors are incorporated into the system as shown
on LLNL drawing PLM 90-177-008D.

Wastewater is pumped from the 177-R2U 1 pump station to either of the aboveground
retention tanks. The aboveground tanks, 177-R2A1 and 177-R2A2, are also labeled "2A" and
"2B" or "TWCH-3" and "TWCH-4," respectively as shown on LLNL drawings PLE 90-
177-002D, PLM 90-177-006D, and PLM 90-177-007D. Retention tanks 177-R2A1 and
177-R2A2 and their associated ancillary equipment are secondarily contained by an epoxy-
coated, reinforced-concrete bermed area that is 19 feet by 18 feet 9 inches feet by 20 to 23 inches
deep. The bermed area is part of a larger bermed area that includes an identical area for retention
tanks 177-R1A1 and 177-R1A2, which are part of the 177-R1 retention tank system. The two
bermed areas are separated by a 20-inch-high wall that has a 4-inch-diameter hole located 12-1/4
inches from the floor of the bermed area to the bottom of the hole that provides overflow from
one bermed area to the other. The retention tanks and some associated equipment are shown in
Figure 3. The bermed area is located southwest of Building 177, within a security fence, as
shown on LLNL drawing PLC 90-177-001D. Both tanks, 177-R2A1 and 177-R2A2, are bolted
to the concrete base of the bermed area as shown in Figure 4. A tank foundation plan and
section are shown on LLNL drawing PLS 90-177-001D.

A manual contr selector switch on the monitoring system control panel selects which tank
will be filled first 1:j controlling the inlet control valve for each aboveground tank. The status of
each inlet control valve is displayed on the monitoring system control panel shown on LLNL
drawings PLM-90-177-007D and PLE-90-177-001D, and in Figure 5. The inlet control
valves can also be controlled automatically by turning the valve control switch to AUTO. In the
AUTO mode, after the first tank is full, the system will automatically switch to the second tank.
The system will not permit simultaneous filling of both tanks. When both tanks are full, a safety
interlock prevents transfer pumps PWCH-3 and PWCH-4 from running. Overfill protection for
the aboveground retention tanks is provided by liquid-level sensors, visual and electronic, and by
a 3-inch-diameter overflow line connecting the two tanks near the top. The bottom of the
overflow line is located approximately 9 inches from the tank top and limits the usable capacity
of the tank to approximately 1450 gallons. When it is necessary to isolate a particular tank
(such as when a sample of the tank contents is being analyzed) a 3-inch-diameter diaphragm
valve located in the overflow line between the two tanks is shut. The overflow line, diaphragm
valve, and high-level sensor are shown in Figure 6.

Leak detection for retention tanks 177-R2A1 and 177-R2A2 is accomplished by visual
inspection. With the exception of the area in direct contact with the tank support saddle, the
entire exterior surface of each retention tank is visible from within the concrete bermed area.
Because the saddle is constructed of steel plate and structural tubing that contains no void
spaces, any leaks along the tank-saddle contact area would be immediately evident at the ends of
the support saddle. Additionally, any leaks would be contained by the epoxy-coated concrete
secondary containment berm and would collect at the northeast comer of the containment
structure shown on the tank foundation plan, LLNL drawing PLS-90-177-001D.
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Figure 3. Elevation view, looking west, of aboveground retention tanks 177-R2A1
and 177-R2A2.
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Figure 4. Typical tank saddle and foundation with embedded anchor bolts.
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Figure 5. View of the monitoring system control panel mounted to the south wall of Room
1021A, Building 177.
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Figure 6. View of the overflow line and isolation valve between retention tanks 177-R2A1 and
177-R2A2.
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The liquid-level controller for each tank transmits the liquid level to the monitoring system
control panel located in Building 177. The level indicator lights indicate tank liquid at the 25%
(approximately 400 gallons), 50% (approximately 800 gallons), 75% (approximately 1100
gallons), and 100% (approximately 1430 gallons) level for each tank. The 100% liquid-level
sensor for each tank also sounds an alarm, turns on the tank full-level indicator light, and
actuates the inlet valves to switch wastewater discharge to the other tank.

When either aboveground tank, 177-R2A1 or 177-R2A2, becomes full, manually controlled
pump PWCH-6 is used to recirculate and mix the contents before a representative sample of the
liquid is taken through a 1/2-inch-diameter sample port. Mixing pump PWCH-6 and the sample
port are shown on LLNL drawings PLM 90-177-006D, PLM 90-177-007D, and PLE 90-177-
002D and in Figure 7. Depending on the results of the sample analysis, the wastewater is
discharged to the sanitary sewer at a designated location or transferred to a tank truck for
treatment or disposal by the Hazardous Waste Management Division of LLNL.

The design capacity of the retention tanks was initially determined by a projected wastewater
generation rate of 400-450 gallons per week, or approximately 1700 gallons per 4-week period.
Currently, the wastewater generation rate has been much less than the rate projected for
determination of the design capacity. Wastewater generation is expected to be much less than
the working capacity (approximately 1430 gallons) of the 1650-gallon retention tank over a two
to three month period. Each aboveground tank is expected to be emptied every three months, or
four times per year. LLNL drawing PLM 90-177-007D shows the sample port and the truck
connection.
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Technical Certification of the 177-R2U1 Tank System

As required by 40 CFR 265.192(a) and 22 CCR 66265.192(a), the 177-R2U1 tank
system has been found to have sufficient structural integrity and is acceptable for the
transferring and storing of hazardous waste. The tank and containment system are adequately
designed to achieve the requirements of the applicable regulations. This certification is valid
onlyaslongasthetanksystemisoperatedandmaintainedinaccordancewithapplicable
regulationsforhazardouswastestoragetanksystems.

David A. Graser Date
California Registered Professional Engineer
Science Applications International Corporation

10
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Technical Certification of the 177-R2A1 Tank System

As required by 40 CFR 265.192(a) and 22 CCR 66265.192(a), the 177-R2A1 tank
system has been found to have sufficient structural integrity and is acceptable for the
transferring and storing of hazardous waste. The tank and containment system are adequately
designed to achieve the requirements of the applicable regulations. This certification is valid
only as long as the tank system is operated and maintained in accordance with applicable
regulations for hazardous waste storage tank systems.

David A. Graser Date
California Registered Professional Engineer
Science Applications International Corporation

11
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Technical Certification of the 177-R2A2 Tank System

As required by 40 CFR 265.192(a) and 22 CCR 66265.192(a), the 177-R2A2 tank
system has been'found to have sufficient stmcuzral integrity and is acceptable for the
transferring and storing of hazardous waste. The tank and containment system are adequately
designed to achieve the requirements of the applicable regulations. This certification is valid
only as long as the tank system is operated and maintained in accordance with applicable
regulations for hazardous waste storage tank systerm.

David A. Graser Date
California Registered Professional Engineer
Science Applications International Corporation

12
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Tank System Data Sheet

for 177-R2U1

EPD tank identification number: 177-R2U 1

Plant Engineering tank identification number: Transfer Pump Station 1

Tank volume: 58 gallons

Dimensions: 36 inches by 20 inches by 20 inches

Tank manufacturer: Various Technologies Incorporated

Tank serial number: None

Primary containment material: Polypropylene

Thickness of the primary containment material: 1/2 inch

Secondary containment material: Polypropylene (double-walled tank)

Vault containment coating: PLASITE 3602 epoxy coating

Operating pressure: Atmospheric

Seismic zone: Zone 4

Stored material: Analytical laboratory wastewater

Date of installation: May 1991

13
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Tank System Data Sheet
for 177-R2A1

EPD tank identification number: i77-R2A 1

Plant Engineering tank identification number: TWCH-3

Tank volume: 1650 gallons (maximum capacity)

1430 gallons (approximate working capacity)

Dimensions: Diameter: 60 inches, length: 151 inches

Tank manufacturer: Poly Cal Plastics, Inc.

Tank serial number: UU240491

Primary containment material: Cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE)

Thickness of the primary containment material: 1.5 inches

Secondary containment material: Reinforced concrete

Secondary containment coating: Rust-Oleum High Performance Epoxy

Operating pressure: Atmospheric

1625 pounds (calculated, based on 100-mph
Wind load: wind)

Seismic zone: Zone 4

Allowable specific gravity: 1.6

Stored material: Analytical laboratory wastewater

Date of installation: May 1991

14
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Tank System Data Sheet

for 177-R2A2

EPD tank identification number: 177-R2A2

Plant Engineering tank identification number: TWCH-4

Tank volume: 1650 gallons (maximum capacity)

1430 gallons (approximate working capacity)

Dimensions: Diameter: 60 inches, length: 151 inches

Tank manufacturer: Poly Cal Plastics, Inc.

Tank serial number: VV240491

Primary containment material: Cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE)

Thickness of the primary containment material: 1.5 inches

Secondary containment material: Reinforced concrete

Secondary containment coating: Rust-Oleum High Performance Epoxy

Operating pressure: Atmospheric

1625 pounds (calculated, based on 100-mph
Wind load: wind)

Allowable specific gravity: 1.6

Stored material: Analytical laboratory wastewater

Date of installation: May 1991

15
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Design Standards

Tanks:

The two aboveground retention tanks, 177-R2A 1 and 177-R2A2, associated with the 177-R2
retention tank system were fabricated by Poly Cal Plastics, Inc. The tanks are constructed of
molded, seamless, high-density, cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) in accordance with American
Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) Specification D 4097, Contact-Molded Glass-Fiber-
Reinforced Thermoset Resin Chemical -Resistant Tanks. The tank walls are 1-1/2 inches thick.
Each tank is 60 inches in diameter, 151 inches in length, has a capacity of 1650 gallons, and
weighs approximately 410 pounds. A 600-pound steel saddle supports the bottom third of the
circumference of each tank, along the entire length of the tank, and the tank is held in place by
two tubular-steel straps. A longitudinal view and end section view of the polyethylene tanks are
shown on Poly-Cal Plastics drawing T-1B and T.2B in Appendix A.

The underground tank or pump station, 177-R2U 1, associated with the 177-R2 retention
tank system was fabricated by Various Technologies Incorporated. The pump station consists
of a 58-gaUon, double-walled, polypropylene retention tank (177-R2U 1), two 3/4-horsepower
transfer pumps (PWCH-3 and PWCH-4) mounted in the top of the tank, two pump-suction
check valves, a discharge check valve, a 1-1/2 inch-diameter vent, and two liquid-level controllers
as shown on LLNL drawing PLM 90-177-005D. The tank wall is 1/2 inch thick, and the
outside dimensions of the primary tank are 36 inches by 20 inches by 20 inches, with a
maximum capacity of 58 gallons. The secondary tank has outside dimensions of 40 inches by
24 inches by 20 inches and provides a total capacity of 79 gallons.

Concrete:

The 177-R2 retention tank secondary containment consists of a 19-foot by 18-foot-9-inch
by 8-inch-thick (minimum) slab of reinforced concrete surrounded by a 6-inch-thick reinforced
concrete wall. The perimeter wall varies in height from 20 inches in the southwest comer to 23
inches in the northeast comer because the concrete base slab slopes 3 inches in 26-1/2 feet to a
collection point and lockable drain in the northeast comer. The southern perimeter wall is shared
with the containment of the 177-R 1 retention tank system. A hole in the shared wall acts as an
overflow connection to the adjacent secondary containment of the 177-R 1 system. The
dimensions of the concrete containment area and the placement of the retention tanks are shown
on LLNL drawing PLS 90-177-001D. The completed concrete secondary containment area and
installed retention tanks are shown in Figure 8.

The 177-R2 pump station is contained within a 32-inch by 78-inch by 42-inch-deep, below-
grade, epoxy-coated, reinforced-concrete vault. The vault base is 8 inches thick, and the vault
walls are 6 inches thick. The base of the vault slopes to a 10-inch-deep collection sump at the
southern end of the pump station vault, as shown on LLNL drawing PLS 90-177-001D. The
pump station and concrete containment vault are shown in Figure 9.

All concrete structures associated with the 177-R2 tank system were designed and installed in
accordance with American Concrete Institute (ACI) Specification 301, Specifications for
Structural Concrete for Buildings, ASTM C 33, Standard Specification for Concrete
Aggregates, and ASTM C 150, Standard Specification for Portland Cement.

16
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Figure 8. View of the 177-R 1 (background) and 177-R2 (foreground) retention tank
systems installed in the reinforced-concrete secondary containment area.
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Figure 9. Pump station 177-R2U1 (on left) with transfer pumps PWCH-3 (back) and
PWCH-4 (front) and associated piping installed in the below-grade pump-station
vault.

17
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All steel reinforcing bars conform to ASTM A615, Grade 60, Standard Specification for
Deformed and Plain Billet-Steel Bars for Concrete Reinforcement and are placed in accordance
with ACI Specification 315, Details and Detailing of Concrete Reinforcement. The concrete was
specified and constructed with a 28-day compressive strength of 3000 pounds per square inch.
Sections of the tank foundation, pump-station vault, and piping trench, showing the dimensions
and placement of the concrete reinforcing bar, are shown on LLNL drawing PLS-90-177-001D.

Seismic and Wind Restraints:

Tanks 177-R2U1, 177-R2A1, and 177-R2A2 are provided with wind and Zone 4 seismic
restraints to prevent permanent displacement in any direction by wind, lateral motion,
overturning, or uplift equal to or greater than those recommended for a low-hazard facility.
Seismic and wind restraint guidelines for a low-hazard facility are promulgated in the 1988
Uniform Building Code.

Twelve 1/2-inch-diameter bolts secure each of the aboveground retention tanks, 177-R2A1
and 177-R2A2, against wind or seismic forces. Eight l/2-inch-diameter bolts secure
underground tank 177-R2U 1 against dislodgment (two bolts per angle brace on each side of the
tank), and two steel box beams are placed across the top of the tank and fastened to the sump
walls to prevent flotation or upward motion of the tank. The 1/2-inch-diameter threaded steel
rods are imbedded 4-1/4 inches with Hilti Model HVA adhesive anchors, as specified by the
tank manufacturer. LLNL drawing PLS 90-177-001D gives the seismic loading criteria for the
concrete. Appendix B contains seismic analysis information and the seismic calculations for
tanks 177-R2A1 and 177-R2A2 provided by the system supplier. The information and
calculations were "approved as noted" by LLNL Plant Engineering. LNLL's notes corrected the
seismic restraint conditions to include exterior use wind conditions.

Piping:

The 2-inch-diameter carrier piping used in the 177-R2 system is fabricated of a copolymer
of propylene and butylene that meets the requirements for a type-II polypropylene material that
is in accordance with ASTM D4101-86. This thermoplastic is chemically resistant to most
organic and inorganic chemicals and has been deemed chemically resistant to the aqueous waste
contained in the system. The 4-inch-diameter containment piping is fabricated of the same
material as the carrier pipe and, except where the carder piping is within the retention tank
containment area or the pump station vault, surrounds the carder pipe along its entire length.
The double-walled pipe enters the concrete containment structures through 6-inch-diameter wall
penetrations with annular seals. Expansion joints or flexible Teflon couplings are installed at all
pump and retention tank connections to allow for thermal expansion and wind or seismic
movement. Typical flexible couplings at a retention tank connection are shown in Figure 10.
The polypropylene pipe is joined using butted heat-fusion-welded joints that provide a
continuous leak fight conduit. Flanged connections are sealed with Teflon-bonded EPDM
gaskets to ensure leak tightness.

The track connection is a P-T Coupling Co., Inc., stainless steel, cam-and-groove-type, non-
valved, quick disconnect-coupling. Strainers used in the system are Y-type sediment strainers as
supplied by Asashi/America or basket strainers as supplied by Harrington Plastics.

18
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Backfill and Foundations:

The backfill material for the soil foundation and underground portions of the 177-R2 tank
system consists of porous, noncorrosive, Class II aggregate compacted to 95% relative
compaction. The undisturbed soil or subgrade was compacted to 90% relative compaction or
greater. LLNL drawings PLC 90-177-003D and PLS 90-177-001D show the engineered
backfill, aggregate base, and foundation sections.

Pumps:

Three pumps are associated with the 177-R2 tank system. Pump station 177-R2U 1 uses two
vertically mounted centrifugal pumps, PWCH-3 and PWCH-4 (see Figure 9), as alternating lead
and lag transfer pumps to lift Building 177 discharge from the 177-R2 pump station to either
retention tank, 177-R2A 1 or 177-R2A2. The transfer pumps are powered by 3/4-horsepower, 480-
VAC, 3-phase, totally enclosed, fan-cooled (TEFC) motors and are capable of delivering 35 gallons
per minute at 20 feet of total dynamic head, with a maximum deadhead pressure of 25 feet of total
dynamic head. These pumps are bolted through the top of the 58-gallon pump-station tank. The
third pump (PWCH-6) is a horizontally mounted centrifugal pump installed adjacent to retention tank
177-R2A1 to mix or recirculate the tank contents, transfer waste from one tank to the other, or pump
waste to a portable tank or sanitary sewer for disposal. This pump is powered by a 1/2- horsepower,
115-VAC, single-phase, TEFC motor and is capable of delivering a maximum flow rate of 40 gallons
per minute at 30 feet of total dynamic head, with a maximum deadhead pressure of 31 feet of total
dynamic head. The mixing pump is mounted on a stainless steel base within the retention tank
containment area and is shown in Figure 11 with its associated piping and control panel°

Valves:

The diaphragm valves installed in the 177-R2 system have a working pressure of 150 psig at
70°F, a CPVC body, and Teflon diaphragm material and are supplied with a locking device. The
check valves installed in the 177-R2 system are ball valves and have a working pressure of 150
psig at 75° F, a PVC body, and a union at each connection. The pneumatically-actuated inlet
control valves for the retention tanks are ball valves that also have a working pressure of 150 psig
at 70° F, and a PVC body. A pneumatically-actuated ball valve installed on top of one of the
retention tanks is shown in Figure 12.

Control Panels and Instrumentation:

Five control panels control the sequence of system operation and provide various status
indicators to the system operator. All electrical components of the control panels have been
constructed according to applicable codes and standards as provided in the construction
specifications and listed in the references section.

The main monitoring system control panel is located in Room 1021A of Building 177 and has
been designed with the following features: retention-tank liquid-level indication, high-level
alarm, and inlet-valve control for both the 177-R2 and 177-R1 retention tank systems. The
monitoring system control panel also provides pumping status and leak-detection indicators for
the 177-R2 and 177-R 1 pump stations. A general alarm status is indicated if both retention
tanks in either system are full and cannot receive additional waste. Both the general alarm and
the leak-detection alarm are indicated by an audible alarm and a visual indicator light. The alarm-
acknowledge pushbutton allows the system operator to shut off the audible alarm while the alarm
indicator light remains lit until the alarm condition is corrected. New alarm conditions reactivate
the audible alarm and require additional acknowledgment. The main monitoring system control
panel is shown, as mounted in place, in Figure 5. A typical sequence of operations is provided
on LLNL drawing PLM 90-177-007D.

19
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Figure 10. Typical flexible pipingconnections at the top of retention tank 177-R2A1.

20
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Figure 11. Mixing/transfer pump PWCH-6 and control panel at the north end of the secondary
containment area.

21
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In conjunction with the leak-detection alarm provided in the interstitial space of the double-
walled pump-station tank, the double-walled pipe is provided with a continuous in-line leak-
detection system located in the annular space between the inner and outer pipes. This system is
able to provide information about the location of any liquid that has leaked to the 4-inch outer
containment pipe. A control panel located next to the main monitoring system control panel in
Room 1021A of Building 177 provides additional alarm indication and a digital readout
indicating the location of the leak in the system piping. A plan view of the system piping marked
with distances along the leak-detection sensing cable is provided to correlate the digital readout
with the actual location in the system. System layout and detail drawings of the in-line leak-
detection system are shown on LLNL drawing PLM 90-177-008D.

The pneumatic valve control panel for the 177-R2 and 177-R 1 tank systems is located at the
northern end of the retention tank containment area. This control panel directs compressed air,
as directed by electrical control signals from the monitoring system control panel, to power the
pneumatic actuators on the inlet control valves for each of the retention tanks. Compressed air is
provided to the system from the Building 177 compressed air supply. The pneumatic valve
control panel with the compressed air supply line and four actuator supply lines is shown in
Figure 13.

Electrical power to the pump-station transfer pumps is controlled through a control panel
mounted on the exterior wall of Building 177 in the vicinity of the pump station vault. The
transfer pump control panel provides on/off control to the entire pump station.

The mixing/transfer pump (PWCH-6) is provided with an on/off control panel mounted on a
pole adjacent to both the pump and retention tank 177-R2A1. This location provides direct sight
access to both the retention-tank level indicators and to personnel involved with transfer
operations at the truck connection located on the west side of the containment area. The location
of the mixing/transfer pump-control panel is shown on LLNL drawing PLE 90-177-002D and is
shown as instal!ed in Figure 11.

OverfiU protection is provided by three types of level controllers or indicators in the 177-R2
tank system. Each transfer pump in the pump station is controlled by a vertical-latching liquid-
level controller. As wastewater fills the pump station tank (177-R2U 1), the first-stage liquid-
level controller, located 5 inches below the top of the tank, senses that the first high-level latching
point has been reached. The first level controller switches power to one of the two transfer
pumps, and lead pump operation begins. Due to the pumping action, the level decreases and the
float begins to lower. If the tank inflow is greater than the pumping capacity of the lead pump,

•the liquid level will continue to increase until it reaches the second high-level latching point,
located 3 inches below the tank top. At that point, the pump controller actuates the lag pump to
accommodate the high inflow rate. In the event of increasing liquid level caused by an inflow
rate greater than the capacity of both pumps, or pump failure, the high-level alarm switch will be
actuated at 2 inches below the tank top, and a high-level alarm will be activated at the monitoring
system control panel. After the liquid level is reduced by pumping down, power to the pumps is
shut off; the tank is able to f'fllagain when the low-level latching point is reached in both leyel
controllers at a liquid level of 3 inches from the tank bottom. A sequencing controller
automatically selects the reserve or lag pump to be the lead pump on the next fill cycle. In the
event of power failure, the system defaults to pump-down mode. When power is restored,
the system would automatically be in the pump-down mode until the low-level latching point
is reached.
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A similar type of liquid-level controller is used to monitor the liquid level in the 177-R2
retention tanks. A 4-point float switch in each tank senses the tank liquid level in 25%
increments up to 100% and relays this information to the monitoring system control panel for
display. The 100% level switch also signals the tank lock-out point so that the inlet control
valve is closed on the lead tank and opened on the lag tank to direct flow to the empty tank, and
actuates a tank-full indicator light on the control panel. If both tanks are full, the control
system locks out the pump-station transfer pumps, PWCH-3 and PWCH-4. The liquid-level
controllers installed in the retention tanks are shown schematically on LLNL drawings PLM
90-177-007D and PLE 90-177-002D and as installed in retention tanks 177-R2A1 and 177-
R2A2 in Figure 6.

The third type of liquid-level indicator is mounted on the east end of both retention tanks.
This mechanical-float, reverse-level indicator provides direct visual indication of the tank liquid
level to system operators during fill, mixing, or transfer operations. A detail of these level
indicators is shown on LLNL drawing PLM 90-177-007D. The mechanical level indicators are
also shown as installed in retention tanks 177-R2A 1 and 177-R2A2 in Figure 3.
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Figure 12. View of a pneumatically-actuated inlet control valve mounted on top of retention
tank 177-R2A2.

Figure 13. View of the pneumatic valve control panel mounted above the north perimeter
wall of the secondary containment area.
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Hazardous Characteristics of Contained Waste

The 177-R2 retention tank system collects and stores potentially hazardous laboratory
wastewater from research activities in Building 177 at LLNL. Once an aboveground tank
becomes full, it is isolated, sampled, and the contents are analyzed for the constituents and
characteristics listed in Table 1 prior to disposal. Expected concentrations or amounts generated
are also provided.

Table 1. Components of the 'Contained Waste

HNO3 (nitric acid), 5% 3 gallons/ HNO3 (nitric acid), 50% 1/4 gallon/
solution quarter solution quarter

EDTA (ethylene diamine- 2 gallons/ NaOH (sodium hydroxide as 5 gallons/
tetracetic acid), 5 % solution quarter "Oakite"), 10 % solution quarter

Yes

Alpha activity . (low level) pH (typical range) 2.5 - 12.0
Yes

Beta activity (low level) A_ (silver) *

Tritium No Ba !(barium) *

Cd (cadmium) *, Be (beryllium) *

Cr (chromium) * Co (cobalt) *

Mn (manganese) * Cu (copper) *

Ni (nickel) * Mo (molybdenum) *

Sb (antimony) * Pb (lead) *

V (vanadium) * T1 (thallium) *

Zn (zinc) *

• Analyses are performed for these metals, but concentrations are not expected to be at
hazardous or non-sewerable levels.

The liquid waste in the 177-R2 retention tank system does not exhibit the characteristics of
ignitability, as defined in 40 CFR § 261.21, or of reactivity, as defined in 40 CFR § 261.23, or of
TCLP toxicity, as defined in 40 CFR § 261.24, and is not listed in "Subpart D---Lists of
Hazardous Wastes" of 40 CFR § 261.33. The liquid waste in the 177-R2 retention tank system
does have the potential to be corrosive, as defined in 40 CFR § 261.22, if the pH becomes less
than or equal to 2 or greater than or equal to 12.5. However, the wastewater is expected to have a
pH range of 2.5 to 12.0.
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Based upon the characteristics of the wastewater described in Table 1 and the composition
and thickness of the tank system materials, the 177-R2 tank system is deemed compatible with
its contained waste.

Corrosion Protection Measures

All components of the 177-R2 tank system subject to potential corrosion are fabricated of
corrosion-resistant materials or are sufficiently protected from corrosion. The estimated annual
corrosion rate is negligible for the materials described below that are exposed to air and to the
expected aqueous waste. Because no metal parts are in contact with the soil, no additional
corrosion protection is required.

Tanks:

Retention tanks 177-R2A 1 and 177-R2A2 are constructed of 1-1/2 inch-thick high-density,
cross-linked polyethylene. Based on the manufacturer's literature, the Marlex polyolefin resins
used in the manufacture of the retention tanks are chemically resistant to the stored wastewater.

Piping, Pumps, and Concrete:

All wastewater piping associated with the 177-R2 tank system is manufactured of a
pigmented copolymer of propylene and butylene. All gaskets, valves, seals, and fittings
associated with the 177-R2 system that come in contact with the stored or transported wastewater
are fabricated of compatible corrosion-resistant materials. The wet ends of the pump-station
transfer pumps are also manufactured of polypropylene. The mixing/transfer pump volute and
impeller are manufactured of CPVC. No metal components are in contact with wastewater in
either the pump-station transfer pumps or in the mixing/transfer pump. Interior surfaces of the
reinforced-concrete containment area and pump-station vault that could potentially come in
contact with the _tored waste are coated with a corrosion-resistant epoxy coating.

Age of Tank System

Construction of the 177-R2 retention tank system was completed October 1991; at that time,
the system began limited use as a storage system for nonhazardous wastewater. Additional
piping was installed in Room l015, Metallography Laboratory, and connected to the previously
installed system in September 1991. The construction manager for the 177-R2 retention tank
system accepted the system from the subcontractor on behalf of the University of California,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, on October 1,1991. A copy of the Final Acceptance
Report is provided in Appendix C.
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Certification of the 177-R2U1 Tank System

I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my
directionorsupervisioninaccordancewithasystemdesignedtoassurethatqualifiedpersonnel
properlygatherandevaluatetheinformationsubmitted.Basedonmy inquiryofthepersonor
personswho managethesystem,orthosepersonsdirectlyresponsibleforgatheringthe
information,theinformationsubmittedis,tobethebestofmy knowledgeandbelief,true,
accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false
information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations.

,-.

Dennis K. Fisher Date'
Associate Director
Plant Operations
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
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Certification of the 177-R2A1 Tank System

I certify under penalty of law that this document andall attachments were prepared under my
direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel
properly gather and evaluate the information submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or
persons who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the
information, the information submitted is, to be the best of my knowledge and belief, true,
accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false
information, including the possibility of f'meand imprisonment forknowing violations.

Dennis K. Fisher Date
Associate Director
PlantOperations
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
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Certification of the 177-R2A2 Tank System

I certify underpenalty of law that this document and all attachmentswere prepared under my
direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel
properly gather and evaluate the information submitted. Basedon my inquiryof the person or
persons who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the
information, the informationsubmitted is, to be the best of my knowledgeand belief, true,
accurate,and complete. I am aware that there aresignificantpenaltiesfor submittingfalse
information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations.

....... 3--
Date

Dennis tC Fisher
Associate Director
Plant Operations
LawrenceLivermoreNationalLaboratory
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Appendix A

Drawings for the 177-R2 Tank System

Appendix A lists the LLNL drawings and vendor drawings for the 177-R2 tank system. The

drawing numbers preceded by a _/are referenced in the text and included herein.

_/ PLC 90-177-001D Demolition Plan

_/ PLC 90-177-002D Fire Access Lane

_/ PLC 90-177-003D Layout, Grading, and Details

_/ PLE 90-177-001D Electrical Plan, Legend, and One Line

Diagram

_/ PLE 90-177-002D Enlarged Plans, Sections, and Details

PLM 90-177-005D Plan and Details

_/ PLM 90-177-006D Site Plan and Details

PLM 90-177-008D Leak-Detection System

PLM 91-177-004D Utility Piping (Metallography Lab

Addition)

_/ PLM 91-177-007D Tank and Piping Diagram

Tank Foundation Plan and Transfer Pump
_/ PLS 90-177-001D Vault Sections and Details

_/ T-1B/T-2B Poly-Cal Plastics Fabrication Drawings
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